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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid. "

SPORTS

+ Soccer preview: EIU and Loyola rivalry: page 1o
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2004
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&tern Illinois University, Charleston

ELECTION
VOTER REGISTRATION
DEADLINE
• Registration is open year round
except:

+ During the 27-day period just prior to
• During the 2 days after such election (1 day
after in Chicago)
JOS H REELEY/THED\ILYEASTERN NEWS

QUALIFICATIONS

Nikki Hudson, a senior marketing major, hands a sheet to
Candice Cousins, a junior health studies major, earlier in
September in Taylor Hall as par1 of a Black Student Union
voter registration drive.

To register to vote in the State of Illinois an individual
must meet the following quaJifications:
• Be a United States citizen

REGISTRATION
PUSH APPROACHES
DEADLINE

• Be at least 18 years old

• Live in your election precinct at least 30 days

STAFF WRll'ER

The deadline co register to vote in the
2004 deccions is today, and the effort co
register srudencs has been in foll force
around campus.
The university
has made an effort
to provide voter
registration forms
and information
about the deccions
to srudents, said
Eric
Davidson,
assistant
director
of
JONE ZIEREN, DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL AID
health education
and promocion.
Eastern has set up a link on the EIU
Web site to inform srudents about registering to vote and to answer any quescions
chat srudents may have, Davidson said.

"It is the responsibility

of the university to
encourage students to
vote."

of voter
boom
•
commg
true

• Not be convicted and in jail
THEASSOCIAl'ED PRESS

• Not claim the right to vote anywhere else

REGISTER TO VOTE TODAY
• Today is the last day for the 2004
elections.
~ Students can register in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.

• Register online at:
www.dedareyourself.com
www.rockthevote.com

Student groups, university continue voter push
BY ASHLEY RUEFF

Hints

"It is the responsibility of the university to encourage
students co vote,"
said Jone Zieren,
director of financial
aid.
ADAM H OWELL
Zieren
was
EXECUTIVE VP OF
involved in distribTHE STUDENT BODY
uting e-mails to the
"We have
srudent body that
tremendous
provided informapower with a
cion about register12,000 strong
ing to vote.
student body."
0 rganizations
around campus have
also been working co
register srudents for the upcoming elecnon.
"Vocing lets us have a say in what our
lives are going to be like fur the next fuur
years," said Lindsey Baker, a member of

lnfotmation courtesy
the
clwww.votesmart.org
Detnocrats, a
recognized
srudet1t organ1zat1on
campus.
Last week the
ElU Democrats set up tables near the
Physical Science Building and Carman
Hall in an effort to register srudents.
"This year is a very important election
with the war in Iraq and the issues facing
our country," Baker said. "Srudents really need to be voting."
The Srudent Action Team, a subgroup
of the Student Government, has also
been working around campus to register
srudet1ts co vote.
The Srudent Accion Tearn sec a goal co
register 1,000 srudents to vote by Oct. 5,
SEE VOTING PAGE9

In a glimpse of what the nation
might see a month from now, people
lined up at eleccion offices and caused
parking lot traffic jams as voter registration deadlines fdl Monday in more
than a dozen states.
Many officials reported record
numbers of new voters, some said
they were overwhdmed, and allegations were already flying about fraud
and the disqualificacion of some voters' applicacions.
"T hey're coming in, in buckets,"
said Pamela Swafford, deputy director
of Ohio's Hamilton County board of
eleccions. By Monday morning, the
county chat includes Cincinnati had
64,045 new voter registrations on
hand, more than twice the 29,178 it
received four years ago.
Across
Georgia's
counties,
Colorado's booming suburbs and in
Midwestern cities, local officials were
dduged.
Traffic jammed the parking lot at
New Jersey's Burlington County government building. In Ocean County,
phones rang continuously. The day
for the office operator: "Good morning, Board of Eleccions, please hold;
Good morning, Board of Eleccions,
please hold; Good morning, Board of
Elections, chis is Barbara, how can I
help you?"
SEE BO OM PAGE 9

BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION

EIU reps. will enlighten board about energy efficiency
JEFF COOLEY

VICE PRESIDENT
BUSINESS AFFAIRS

"Instead of pay·
ing the utility
companies, we
are redirecting
our utility expenditures to
replace and
upgrade our
equipment."

Bv JENNIFER P ERYAM

with Jeff Cooley, vice president for business

ADMINISTRATION EDITOR

affu.irs and Gary Reed, superimendent of

T hree Eastern represematives will attend
the Illinois Board of Higher Educacion
meeting today at the Illinois lnstirute of
Technology in Chicago, and chis rime they
will be the presenters.
Eastern has been ranked number one in
energy efficiency in the state and has been
asked by IBH E co discuss the issue of energy conservacion.
"We are very pleased with the racings and
are excited to presem them," President Lou
Hencken, said.
Hencken will attend the meecing along

ucilities.
"Since 1994, Eastern has undertaken
three projects totaling $16.7 million with
an annual energy saving from these projects
at a little over $2 million," Cooley said.
These projects have been under terms of
contracts co perform energy audits and recommend energy conservation measures
such as lighting modificacions, installacion
of automated energy control systems and
ventilation of air conditioning system
replacements.
"Instead of paying the ucility companies,
we are redireccing our ucility expet1din1res

to replace and upgrade our equipment,"
Cooley said.
Last March, Eastern was recognized in a
report tided "T he Energy Costs and
Energy Efficiency at Illinois' Public
conducted by
the
Universities,"
Department of Commerce and Economic
Opporrunicy. T he report said energy costs
at Eastern were 99 percent per square-foot
and 40 percent lower than the state average.
"It is a high honor co have the number
one most energy efficient public wuversity
in Illinois, and we should all be proud of
chat face especially in these cough economic rimes," Reed said.

The biggest iniciacive is to replace aging
steam plants with a new, highly efficient
plant based upon clean coal technology.
The plant will include electrical generation
and will provide all campus energy needs
while ucilizing abundant and low cost
Illinois coal, Reed said.
Eastern was also asked co presem informacion on its textbook rental system, but
rime constraints put the discussion off co a
possible fi.tture meeting, H encken said.
"I chink it is important chat ocher universities recognize chat we keep our prices
down through textbook rental," said Carol
Miller, administracive assistant fur textbook
rental services.
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PEOPLE IN THE NEWS

WTF?

Sex toy shuts
down airport

Elton John chides
Madonna's 'live' show

THE ASSOCIATED P RESS
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

LONDON -

It seems Elton John isn't a Madonna

fan.
Taking the stage at a music awards show Monday,
John accused the queen of pop of lip-synching and said
he was astonished that she had been nominated for best
live act.
"Since when has lip-synching been live?" he said.
''.Anyone who lip-synchs in public onstage when you
pay75 pounds ($134) to see them should be shot."
"That's me off her ... Christmas card list," he added.
"But do I give a toss? No."
Madonna's spokeswoman, Liz Rosenberg, rejected
John's allegations.
"Madonna does not lip-synch nor does she spend her
time trashing other artists," Rosenberg said in a stop of
her Re--Invencion tour live and is not ashamed that she
was well paid for her hard work."
John, 57, was receiving a songwriting award at the Q
awards, sponsored by a British music magazine.
Madonna, whose Re-Invention world tour stopped
in Britain in August, didn't win the best live act award.
It went to British band Muse.

SATURDAY NIGHT LADIES
NEW YORK - "Saturday Night Live" unveiled the
newest face on "Weekend Update" on its season premiere Saturday. Cast member Amy Poehler joined Tina
Fey for the first all-female "Update" team in the show's
history.
Poehler replaces Jimmy Fallon on the segment.
Fallon left in May after six years on the NBC live
sketch-comedy show. Fallon and Fey had read the fake
news together since 2000.
Poehler became a regular cast member in January
2001. Fey has been head writer for five years, and also
starred with Poehler in the Lindsay Lohan comedy
"Mean Girls."
"Weekend Update," long a trademark segment of
"Saturday Night Live," has a storied history of hosts
including Chevy Chase, Dennis Miller and Kevin
Nealon.

JOSH REELEY/THEDALYEASTERN NEWS

Michelle Moreton, senior communication studies major, chooses Pepsi over Sam's Choice in a
taste test done by Amy Zavala, senior business management major, Robert Natale, junior busi·
ness management major and John Elliott (not pictured), senior business management, for their
Organizational Behaviors class by Taylor Hall Monday morning.

BRISBANE, Australia -A scare triggered by a vibrating sex toy shut down
a major Australian regional airport for
almost an hour Monday, police said.
T he vibrating object was discovered
Monday morning inside a garbage can
at the terminal cafeteria at Mackay
Airport in Queensland state, a police
spokeswoman said.
Cafeteria manager 4'nne Bryant
said her staff had been cleaning tables
when they noticed a strange humming
noise coming from the garbage can.
"It was rad1er disconcerting when
the rubbish bin started humming foriously," Bryant said. 'We called security
and next minute everybody was being
evaaJated while they checked it out."
T he police spokeswoman said the
terminal was evacuated immediately.
Passengers who had arrived on a recent
flight, check-in staff, cafeteria employees and hire car personnel were all
forced to leave.
"Another two flights were expected
to land at d1at stage buc alternate
arrangements were made for the passengers to collect their luggage away
from the terminal," the spokeswoman
said on the usual condition of
anonymity.
She said the emergency alert was
canceled after 45 minutes when the
package was identified as an adult sex

toy.

COUNTING
DOWN

ONLINE POLL
This week we ask our readers how they feel about RHA adding malt beverages to the drinking rule for students over
21 years of age. The current rule states that students over 21 in residence halls may consume beer and/or wine in
their room...
A) Leave the rule alone. There are enough opportunities for students over 21 to drink other beverages outside their rooms.

FICTION BETIER THAN FACT
NEW YORK- Richard A Clarke, the former antiterrorism adviser whose best-selling "Against All
Enemies" offered a harsh, insider's portrait of the Bush
administration, has written a novel.
Clarke's "cutting-edge geopolitical thriller," not yet
titled, will be published next year by G.P. Putnam's
Sons, an imprint of Penguin Group USA.
"Fiction can often tell the tmth better than nonfiction; characters and plot can drive home that truth to
the reader more effectively than cold facts and analysis,"
Clarke said in a statement issued by his publisher.

Days until

C) The current rule discriminates against people who don't like to drink beer or wine. Free Malty!!

election day.

D) Adding malt liquor to the ru le will make it more difficult for Resident Assistants and Directors of Housing to regulate the
flow of alcohol.

students of Eastern Illinois University. It is
published daily Monday through Friday, in
Charleston, Ill., during fall and spring
semesters and twice weekly during the
summer term except during school vacations or examinations. Subscription price:
$50 per semester, $30 for summer, $95 all
year. The Daily Eastern News is a member
of The Associated Press, which is en tided to
exclusive use of all articles appearing in
this paper.
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TODAY'S EVENTS

chide:
10 A.At.

WINDOW PA1 "11'1NC

1) to speak out in

U NIVERSITY UNION

angry or displeased

Homecoming wind<m painting competition for Recognized Student Organizations.
4 & 7 P.M.

G ENERATION X· SADDAM

rebuke

B OOTH LIBRARY, ROOM 3202

2) reproach in a

Filmmaker Shelley Saywell revisits Iraq to see what has changed since its invasion.
6 P.At.

CHOOSINC A MAtOR

U NIVERSITY U NION, MATTOON/CHARLESTON ROOMS

Undecided students and major changers learn about majors from students.

EASTERN NEWS

The Daily Eastern News is produced by the

28

B) It's an outdated rule that should be updated because most malt liquors have about the same amount of alcohol as beer.

HAVE A SUGGESTION?

Ifyou have any suggestions or ideas
for articles you would like to see in
The Dairy .Eastern News, feel free to
contact us at 581-2812 or by e--mail
mmeinheit@yahoo.com.
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HOMECOMING EVENTS

Homecoming elections bring students to the polls
8v ERIN M ILLER
STAFF W RffER

J OSH RE ELE Y/THE DAILY EASTERN Ne.NS

Students vote for Homecoming king, queen, prince and princess in Coleman Hall Monday afternoon. There are
also voting booths in the Martin Luther King Jr. Student Union, Student Recreation Center and Carman Hall.

Homecoming elections are being held
around campus this week, and the
Homecoming Committee and candidates have been working hard to make it
a success.
Christie McDonald, a senior family
and consumer sciences merchandising
major and Homecoming Election CoChair, is running a poll booth and
expects around 1500 voters.
"There are 76 candidates nmning for
Homecoming king, queen, prince and
princess chat were nominated by the
Greek community, honors clubs, residence halls and ocher recognized student
organizations," McDonald said.
All faculty and current Eastern students are eligible to vote at one of the
polling areas, which includes che Marcin
Luther King Jr. University Union,
Coleman Hall, Carman Hall and the
Smdent Recreation Center, McDonald
said.
The polling places will be open from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Monday and
Tuesday. said Maria Santoyo, University
Board Chair.
Nicole Livengood, a junior family and
consumer sciences major, and Lauren
Foster, a junior political science major,

are running che polls at che Rec and said
the first day of voting looked to have a
successful turnout.
Campaigning for che election began
on Sept. 22 and will continue through
Oct. 10, Santoyo said.
She said campaign materials have
been posted in residence halls and some
candidates are passing out fliers, but said
campaign costs cannot exceed $50.
"Violation (to homecoming rules) can
result in disqualification," Santoyo said.
"I an1 not campaigning, but I feel
honored chat my frat would nominate
me during my last semester at Eastern,"
said Erin Mills, a senior elementary education major and a member of Phi
Sigma Pi honors fraternity.
The Homecoming election rules
require that king and queen nominees
must have junior or senior standing and
prince and princess candidates must
have no less than 30 hours and no more
than 60 hours at che time of che election.
Candidates must also have been a foll
time student at Eastern for at least one
semester, Santoyo said.
All faculty and students must bring a
form of valid identification to the
polling places in order to place their
vote.
"I hope chat everyone comes out and
votes," McDonald said.

International admissions director candidates reveal plans
BY OLA MOHAMMAD
STAFF WRITER

David Urias, che lase candidate to be interviewed for the position of Eascern's director
of international admissions is looking for a
change.
Urias has served as Texas A&M's international smdent service
adviser.
"I have coordinated
special programs for families of international students and worked wich
the Women's Center and
Office of Gender Issues,"
D AVID URIAS
Urias said.
There are approximately 3,800 international students at
Texas A&M and 144 international students
at Eastern coming from 44 different countries.
Urias' goal, if he is elected as Eascern's
director of international admissions, is to
make transportation available for Internacional sn1dents at all times.

Another issue Urias hopes to improve is to
make sure chat international sn1dents feel
welcome at Eastern.
"I want the students to feel comfortable
and have no pressure on chem when they
attend Eastern," Urias said.
Urias talked about Eastern's international
smdent Web site and how he feels he can
improve it.
"I hope co make Eastern's Web site more
accessible to international students by providing more information to chem," Urias
said.
Urias gained che experience to update
international Web sites at Texas A&M.
"Urias brings a lot of experience to the
international students, especially wich his
background in working wich other international students," said Alan Bailarlou, chair
of che international program advisory committee.
The search committee for the director
of international admissions will meet
Tuesday to evaluate each candidate's interVIew.

$f'fl6'$111l'f
Draft Night
Miller Lite Drafts

$1
$5 Pitchers
$2 Coronas

Thomas Jones, one of three candidates to
interview for the director of international admissions, hopes to attract more international students.
"I have seen the problems that international
students have dealt with, and
I chink my outside background will help alleviate
some problems that come
up," Jones said.
Jones has practiced concentrating on immigration for
students, scientists and proTHOMAS JONES
fessors from more than 50
countries.
"I have been a consultant for businesses, universities and professionals on international education and international employment issues for the
past 15 years," Jones said.
Jones was also a residence hall adviser for che
international smdents floor at che University of
Illinois.
"This experience gave me a perspective on

ll:JJVil<1J$g .\ ·~
cud, dGMi 'fO-U :·
w.d/,~

international students that I have never had or
thought of otherwise," Jones said. Jones said he
hopes to make the international enrollment
process easier on these smdents.
"I want co find out che policies and the
resources of the international enrollment of
Eastern," Jones said.
Jones also talked about the three types of visas
and how city board members can only help one
person get an F-1,J-1 and H-1 visa. The F-1 is for
student visa only and the J-1 is for foreign
excharLge sn1dents.
The J-1 visa is very difficult to obtain, especially after the 9-11 attacks. The H- 1 is a temporarily work visa for international students until chey
obtain their degree.
Alan Baharlou, chairman of the international programs advisory committee, said, " he
demonstrated a background about the position
that he is running for. There are different
attributes that would require this kind of position. I chink he has shown that kind ofleadership today."
The search committee for the director of international admissions will meet Tuesday to evaluate
each candidate's interview.

BY OLA MOHAMMAD
STAFF WRITER
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Pick up your warbler today
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EDITORIAL CARTOON BY RICH LAKEBERG

University Board
made the correct
selection with CCR

MATT
WILLIAMS

SENIOR, JOURNALISM
MAJOR

Williams is
Opinion page
editor and
Assistant
managing editor
for The Daily
Eastern News.

University Board got this one right. Some people
have been skeptical of the board for bringing such
acts as Everclear, Howie Day and Counting Crows
to campus in past semesters.
Some were skeptical of bringing Creedence
Clearwater Revisited Samrday for Family Weekend.
Like many, I questioned if the band was going to be
as good as it once was with only two original members in Sm Cook and Doug "Cosmo" Clifford.
But mine and others' skepticism was soon gone
after a couple songs while attending the first of two
shows at Lantz Arena.
UB couldn't have done much better in bringing
the band here and making sure the show went as
planned.
As a moderate fan at most, I watched people both
young and old sing, clap and dance through the
entire show.
Though there were only about 4,500 rickets sold
from the combined shows, which is much fewer
than what UB sold last year for Wayne Brady.
Though Brady put on a decent show, CCR was
even better in this year's version of Family Weekend.
It didn't matter if it was John Fogerty or new lead
vocalist John Tristao. Tristao
belted out tunes with the same
big lungs Fogerty once did in
the 60s and 70s.
This was probably the most
difficult thing to get over for
people who were avid fans
before the band resurfaced in
1995, but Tristao and the rest of
the band had a near flawless performance.
It didn't matter if the concertgoer was 6-years-old or 60-yearsold because everyone was having
a good rime.
As I watched a young girl in
floor searing dance in the aisle
next to her family members, there was an older couple dancing just a few rows in from of me to the
same song.
A mom and daughter moved their arms in a
rolling direction as "Proud Mary" was performed
during the middle of the show.
It didn't matter if people had no clue what the
name of the song was that they were listening to
because most everyone recognized the lyrics and
were able to sing along.
My sister, who didn't even know the name of the
band she was seeing, on several occasions turned to
me and said, 'hey I know this one.'
My girlfriend didn't recognize any of the song
rides but as the music was played recognized all but
a few.
My mom, who drove four hours that same day
from Northern Illinois to see me, got to listen to
music she listened to when she was my age. All of it
was great.
This shows the music doesn't die from generation
to generation. This shows the song is still sung the
same whether there is a Revival or a Revisited at the
end of the band's name.
All of this shows that University Board had an
understanding of what students, parents and other
family members would enjoy.
Family Weekend is meant to be a time for people
of all ages to engage in, and this surely was one of
them.

"It didn't matter if

people had no clue what
the name of the song
was that they were
listening to because
most everyone
recognized the lyrics
and were able to sing
along."

EDITORIAL

Alcohol rule should change
The rules on alcohol in residence halls have
become outdated and need to be changed to avoid
confusion and hypocrisy.
Currently, srudents 21-years-old and older can
have up to 24 cans of beer and one gallon of wine

Chimay Red, a Belgium-made beer, has a 7 per-

At issue
Malt beverages
currently not
being allowed
in residence
halls.

in their rooms. Kegs and hard liquor are not
Malt liquor and malt-based alcoholic beverages
are also not allowed. These include drinks like
Mike's Hard Lemonade, Skyy Blue and a host of
new beer alternatives produced by Smirnoff.
Similar

to

beer, these malt-based drinks have

about a 5 percent alcohol content but are banned.
This rule creates numerous loop holes in the

fits Eastern's rule.
Some wines also have alcohol contents higher
than the malted drinks currently banned in d1e residence halls but since wine is not malt liquor, it is

Our stance

allowed.

cent alcohol content but since it isn't malt-based, it

Malt beverages
only differ from
beer by one or
two percentage
points in
alcohol content
so the ru le
should be
changed to
allow them.

alcohol policy and makes enforcement of the mies
very hard.

also allowed.
With d1e development of new drinks, Eastern
must adapt and modify its alcohol policy to avoid
problems.
If the aim is to ban drinks with a high-alcohol
content, the rule in place now fuils. It allows students to have beer and wine but not malted alcohol with less alcohol. To be consistent, Eastern
should make a rule dealing with a specific percent
of alcohol coment for all drinks and not base the

For example, beer is allowed and is not discriminated by alcohol content so srudents could drink Gennan
beer, many daik beers and European beers without worry,

policy on a process of brewing.
We say bring on the so called "girly drinks" and flavorfol
adult beverages to make the rule involve everyone's tastes.

even though these beers h..'lve alcohol contents ranging from

The editorial is the majority opinion of
The Daily &tern News edito1iai board.

5 to 8 percent.

YOUR TURN: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
RADIO DEBATES APOSITIVE
FOR DEVELOPMENT
Recently the campus has engaged in
lively discussion regarding changes in
programming on WEIU-FM. This is a
positive development, because we all
have a stake, and should have a stake, in
the programs we hear and see on
Eastems radio and television stations.
Without trying to "micromanage"
decisions to be made by those most
directly responsible, we should nonecl1eless keep in mind two key principles.
The first is that, like every other segment
of the university, the radio and television
stations should serve the academic and
cultural mission of Eastern. This means

not only providing diverse forms of
music and film but also news, interviews, analysis and other informational
progranuning that both educate and
entertain the university community and
its larger regional constintency.
The second is that the radio and television stations represent the public
"face" of Eastern Illinois University. So
these stations should represent us well,
exhibiting the breadth, creativity and
vitality which is Eastern. Just as WILL
acts as an ambassador for the University
of Illinois, WEIU-FM and TV tell all
who nme in who we are and what we
are about. These stations should impress
listeners and viewers and make them

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters
to the editor addressing local, state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words and include the authors' name,
telephone number and address. Students should indicate their year in
school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate

want to visit and support the university.
Ideally, our Eastern radio and television stations should maintain a lively
presence and foster dialogue not only for
srudents, faculgs administration, and
staff but also for east central Illinois listeners and viewers who support our
educational and culntral mission.
This is a d1allenging mandate, to be
sure, and I don't believe we can achieve
it all at once, but these are principles that
should guide us as we endeavor to make
WEIU-FM and TV all they can and
should be.
DAVID RADAVICH

ENGLISH PROFESSOR

their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed. We reseNe the right to edit letters for length.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard
Hall, Charleston IL 61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to

mmeinhcit@yahoo.com.
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Council to vote on
preserving history
BY JESSICA YOUNCS

CITY EDITOR

STEPHEN H AAS/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Firefighters get a demonstration on their new fire truck earlier this summer behind Greek Court.

Tuition helps fund fire truck
8v JACLYN GORSKI
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

A n1ition increase in the spring of 2004 helped
Eastern buy a new fire tmck, President Lou H encken
previously stated.
The new truck, purchased in part by the city of
Charleston, is stored in the firehouse near the
McDonald's on Lincoln Avenue, said Jeff Cooley, vice
president for business affairs.
The cost will be split because the fire truck will be
used by both the city of Charleston and Eastern, Cooley
said.
The total cost of the fire truck is $790,000, said
Charleston Fire Chief Darrell Ness.
"The new truck will increase Eastern's fire protection
rate for the next 10 years," Cooley said. Eastern will pay
$35,000 a year for the next 10 years.
The city of Charleston is matching the amount of
money Eastern is paying for the tmck and will finance
their $35,233 a year over 15 years, Ness said.
The new truck can reach up to 100 feet with its ladder, support 1,000 pounds, pump 200 gallons of water
a minute and has a platform, Ness said. A platform is an
enclosure at the top of the ladder which can be lowered
to the ground and people can stand in the platform
without climbing the ladder.
"T he old truck wouldn't reach to the dorms," Ness
said. The firefighters would have to hook up a deluge
gun, which is a big nozzle, raise it up to the fire and aim
the hose toward the blaze, Ness said. Since the old truck
didn't have a platform, firefighters would have to aim the
hose while standing on the ladder.
The new tmck reaches between nine and 10 stories,
including the top of SteverLSOn H all, Eastern's tallest
building, Cooley said.
"T he old truck reached five stories," he added.
The old truck is going through the process of being

fUE
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Director of Admissions looks
to improve relationships
BY JENNIFER l'ERYAM

ADMINISTRATION EDITO R

S TEPHEN HAAS/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

In rescue situations, the platform can be lowered to the
ground so victims don't have to climb down the 100·
foot ladder.
sold, Ness said.
"We're taking bids on it," he said.
T he fire station has an estimate ofwhat they could get
for the old truck from fire magazines, but are unsure of
the exact cost, Ness said.
T he old truck will be put on E-bay and the fire station will see what they can get for the truck. If what they
can get is not a reasonable compensation, they will possibly go elsewhere, Ness said.

The Faculty Senate will meet Tuesday
and hear from Eastern's new director of
admissions, Brenda Ross, regarding
admissions and enrollment.
"Faculty Senate
has asked Brenda to
discuss admission
requirements and
how
enrollment
management
ts
functioning," said
Faculty
Senate
BRENDA Ross
Chair
David
Carpenter.
The last time a director of admissions
came to talk to Faculty Senate was in
2002, Carpenter said.
"Brenda is an important person in a
professional capacity, and I have heard
she is dynamic, and those who she
comes in contact with are excited to
work with her," he said.
"Brenda has brought excellent ad.missions experience to Eastern, and I am

very pleased with the work she has done
so far," said Blair Lord, provost and vice
president for academic affuirs.
Ross served as the assistant director of
admissions at Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale.
"I interviewed for the position at
Eastern because I wanted to get back to
the state system and work for a smaller
university," Ross said.
Enhancing relationship development
on campus with academic departments
and external relations with commwuty
colleges is what Ross said she hopes to
talk about to the senate.
Ross has met with the Dean's
Council twice this year and the Black
Smdent Union to discuss student
involvement and recreational efforts.
Carpenter will present a communications item received from Joe Heumann,
speech communication professor and a
copy of the Hit Mix Poll and e-mail
regarding the format change from
Michael Ledd)r, professor ofEnglish.
T he Faculty Senate will meet at 2
p.m.
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The Charleston City Council will
pick up its discussion tonight of the
proposed historic preservation ordinance after a two-week layover.
City Council will meet at 7:30 p.m.
in City H all, 720 Jackson Ave.
On Sept. 21, City Council voted to
place the ordinance on file for public
inspection after it heard concerns from
residents and listened to a presentation
by Catherine O 'Conner of the Illinois
Historic Preservation Society during an
hour-long public hearing preceding the
meeting.
Tonight the council will decide
whether to pass the ordinance, which
will include the formation of a sevenmember committee to inspect all building permits for buildings deemed historical. Owners of historic buildings
will not be able to demolish them or do
any stmctural work that would alter
their historical significance.
By passing the ordinance, the city

will be eligible for more grant money
and owners of historic buildings would
also be eligible for a property tax assessment freeze and tax credit, O 'Conner
said at the hearing.
T he council will also consider a resolution authorizing an agreement with
the Bank of America to finance the
city's early retirement program. Mayor
Dan Cougill said the bank has agreed to
allow the city to take out one-year loans
to finance the $1.7 million that it owes
for allowing 14 city employees to take
early retirement.
"We don't have enough money in the
bank to pay for the Illinois Municipal
Retirement Fund," Cougill said.
By financing with the bank for a total
of $ 1.4 million, the city will be able to
reduce its costs by $312,000, Cougill
said.
In addition to the two aforementioned items, the council will award several bids for work on the water treatment plant and the waste water treatment plant and will also discuss this
year's Halloween trick-or-treating hours.
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$5.00 Per Dozen
$2.50 Half Dozen
45¢ Single Donut

Great Low Prices!!!
100 Dozen
Krispy Kreme Doughnuts
EVERY THURSDAY at 7am
Call 581-3616
to place your order

Student panel to ease decisions
8v VERON
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CULLEY

STAFF WRITER

Students looking to declare a
major can find help tonight.
A panel of 14 sn1dems, representing over 20 majors, will be
holding an informational panel
tided "Choosing a Major," at 6
p.m. in the CharlestonMattoon Room in the Marcin
Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Students will be able to receive
information on different majors
and support services that will
allow students to explore different
avenues and be confident in
choosing a major, said Cindy
Tozer, an athletic academic adviser.
Many students chink the
panel will be helpfol and interesting.
"I feel lost about my own
major at times, and I think it
would be a good opportunity to
better myself and give me confidence in my own decision in
choosing a major," said Brandy
Petite, a freshman secondary
education major.
An undeclared sophomore,
Keyun Newbie, said he would
attend the panel to get an idea of
what different majors offer.
Newbie also said he thought
the panel would give him an idea
of which career he would like to
pursue.
The informational panel will
be hosted by the Academic

Advising Center in connection
with Athletic Academic Services
and the Gateway Program on
campus.
These three departments,
with the help of each academic
department represented, have
chosen the students for the
panel, Tozer said.
'"Choosing a Major' gives
students a last attempt to
obtain information about different majors, which is important since the next registration
period is approaching," Tozer
said.
Each semester different
majors are brought in with the
help of surveys to try and figure
out what areas students may be
looking to go into, said Jennifer
Reed-Lewis, an academic adviser.
"The panel of peers will be
able to discuss their own experiences and help reassure students
trying to decide on a major,"
Tozer said.
Contact information for each
panelist will also be available for
students who may have questions after the event is over, Tozer
said.
Students with declared majors
are also welcome to attend the
panel.
"Students who are unsure or
thinking about changing d1eir
own majors and students with
undeclared majors should be
there," Lewis said.
Choosing a major can be

Students guiding
students

+ Who: students repre
senting 20 different

2004

Speaker to bring
culture alive

majors

+ What: informational

BY ANN 8 EAUCHANE
STAFF WRITER

panel

• When:Tuesday a t 6
p.m .

+ Where: Charleston
Mattoon Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union

• Why: to aid students in
choosing a major

more difficult for some students,
compared to other students who
enter college with an idea of
what field of study they want to
go into, Lewis said.
Around 640 fliers were sent
out to undecided on-campus
students about the panel and
Lewis said she is hoping for a big
turnout.
"There is going to be so
much available information
that each student can take
something away from the event;
it could benefit sn1dents to
come even if they aren't interested in some of the programs,"
Lewis said.
Students with questions about
the panel can call the academic
advising center at 581-2313.

Congratulations
to the 2004 Pledge Class of

Kappa Delta
Tracie Bearden
Christy Franklin
Carrie
Holly Bieschke
FiederichChristine Fry
Emily Bock
Cara Gantner
Laura Brager
Ashlee Geiss
Ashley Brown
Nicole Carder
Kirsten Gronset
Jamie Carrigan
Stephanie Habenicht
Lesley Cheney
Valerie Haeger
Beth Havansek
Tiffany Cottrill
Whitney Crnokrak Carrie Hollis
Jessica Czajkowski Liz lngo
Kathleen Davidsen Diana locco
Tara Dolphin
Kelly Koller
Kristin Kotowski
Jenny Dubina
Michelle Evankoe Jackie Krause
Heidi Lintvedt
Jenni Faulkner

Jaclyn Lipinski
Jill McDonnell
Jaclyn Malek
Laura MiklNicole
Mausurlian
Karyl Ogle
Megan Ogulnick
Priyad Prasad
Angela Rahilly
Ali Roth
Kristin Schaffer
Karolyn Serio
Jenna Shike
Erica Vanecek
Jenny Wesen
Katie Wilburn

Students will have the opportunity to
learn about another culture and a specific
person who affected others around the
world.
Jose DeusnLa, assistant professor of history, will speak on the importance of Latin
American history and the many significant
roles of Larin American revolutionary Che
Guevara, a medical student from Argentina.
Deustua said Guevara "was involved in
the Cuban Revolucion" and "is still a symbol
today."
Deustua will show parts of"El Che," a
movie about Guevara's life, to add information and illustrate what he will be discussing.
He said Guevara was head of the Nacional
Bank of Cuba and appointed "a minister of
the government of Cuba" and explained that
Guevara died in battle in Bolivia during a
Guerilla attack.
Karen Taylor, director of main events for
the Latino Heritage Celebration, said
Guevara is and was "a hero to young people
all over the world."
Guevara took a trip to South America and
the social injustice he witnessed there upset
him, she said. He was upset about the
inequality and the great amount of poor
people in Latin America, and wanted to do
something about it.
"(Guevara) was involved with Fidel
Castro," Taylor said. "He was a commander in the Rebel Army and led Guerilla

"(Guevara) was involved
with Fidel Castro. He was a
commander in the Rebel
Army and led Guerilla forces
with Castro."
KAREN TAYLOR, DIRECTOR OF MAIN EVENTS FOR
THE LATINO HERITAGE CELEBRATION

forces with Castro."
Deustua said the lecture will be a good
opportunity for students to learn more about
the world and Latin American histOC)~
Attendees will gain "a better understanding of the Cuban government in the past
and today," he said. Students will also learn
about how the United States government
was involved with Cuba and the Cuban
Revolution.
Taylor says Deuscua, a native of Pent, "is
an expert on Latin America," which carries
through in his teaching.
Taylor said she saw Deustua give a
speech on Pancho Villa, rebel general of
the Mexican revolution, in September, and
he was "lively, informative and interesting."
Deustua will give the presentacion at 3
p.m. Tuesday in the Effingham Room of
the Manin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
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Textbook sale takes
over the sidewalk
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Community groups push to
register new citizens to vote

BY JENNIFER ETH ER
STAFF WRITER

Looking for a few books for class
or maybe even just some books to
read during leisure time?
Textbook Rental Service is having
its fall sidewalk sale for four days,
which began yesterday and will continue through Oct. 8 from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m.
'This is a great oppornmity for
students to pick up resource books or
even to build up their own personal
library with inexpensive books," said
Carol Miller, director of textbook
rental services.
Prices have fallen since the sidewalk
sale first started taking place, she said.
When the sales first began, there
was a day that totaled $2,000 on the
first day of sale, whereas in more
recent years, textbook rental has only
raised a total of $2,000 throughout
the entire week, Miller said.
"le is unfornmate that the numbers
have dropped so much because this is
such a great opportunity for students
to take advantage of," she said.
Books that are not bought or given
away are recycled.
"Textbook rental service has been
working with area schools because

"Recycling books is the
last choice, but we want
to put books to use by
selling them at low
prices."
CAROL M ILLER, DIRECTOR OF TEXTBOOK
RENTAL SERVICES

the funding for books has been in
jeopardy for these schools," Miller
said. "Recycling books is the last
choice, but we want to put books to
use by selling chem at low prices."
Some students have expressed interest in purchasing books at the sale.
"I have never boLtghc anything
from the sidewalk sale in the past,
but I plan on buying a few books
(this year), especially since they're so
cheap," said Chanae Ross, a sophomore music education major.
Textbook rental service gives students four days to take advantage of
a sale that could save lots of money
for students, Miller said.
It is also a good way to recycle
used books instead of letting them
go to waste, she said.

ASSOCIATED P RESS

CHICAGO - At a busy intersection, a dozen teenagers with clipboards and bright ydlow T-shirts are
stopping everyone in their path with
a simple question: Are you registered
to vote?
Most passers-by brush them off,
but the high school and college students keep pushing. After a couple of
hours, they have registered 34 voters,
many of them immigrants who are
now U.S. citizens.
The smdents are part of a larger
effort co get namraliz.ed immigrants
in Illinois signed up to vote by
Tuesday's voter registration deadline
and then to the polls on Nov. 2.
While they have been working with
people in the diverse Albany Park
neighborhood on Chicago's North
Side, their counterparts have been
out in other cities, including Aurora,
Champaign and Waukegan.
One volunteer group, the Illinois
Coalition for Immigrant and
Refogee Rights, is heading the nonpartisan New Americans Vote initiative, which aims to gee 50,000
Chicago-area voters to the polls. The
campaign is part of a national initia-

STATE'
BRIEFS
rive by the Center for Community
Change, a group that was created to
fight poverty that is focused on registering new or infrequent voters in 15
states.
Illinois is not considered a battleground in the presidential election
this year, but organizers hope to
build a voting block that state lawmakers will notice.
"Just like politicians have to talk
about jobs, health care and women's
issues, we want it in Illinois so that
they have to talk about immigrants,"
said Gabriel Gonzalez, a project
0

rganiz.er.
In Champaign, Lian Alan and

about 10 other University of Illinois
students waited with their clipboards
outside namralization ceremonies to
register new U.S. citizens to vote.
"Exercising the right to vote is one
of the first things that they can do to
have a voice in our political system,
and for immigrants who are becoming citizens, it's important that their
voices are heard," said Alan, 23.

ILLINOISAN KILLED IN
IRAQ REMEMBERED AS
SOLID YOUNG MAN
NAPERVILLE - Like many high
school students, Jack Hennessy
wanted to go to college. He loved the
idea of studying history, and he was
thinking about a career in law
enforcement.
But he also knew there was something he would do first: become a
soldier.
"He believed in what it (the military) stood for," said his mother, Cindy
Henn=y. "Serving our country."
On Friday, Sgt. Jack HennesS}r,
21, was killed at a traffic checkpoint
near Baghdad while serving in the
Army's 1st Cavalry Division. "At
some point it looked like a car got
through and (the official report) said
he got hit by small arms fire," said
Bernie Hennessy, his father.
When he decided to go into the
Army, his parents didn't cry to dissuade him.
"We love our country and we love
our children and you support your
children's decision to do what they
want to do with their life," said his
father.
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CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

Waiter or waitress for fine did

PAN THER

ning restaurant. Thursday, Friday

1,2,3,4,6,7,8, 9 and 11 bed

PADS

has

ROOMMATES

For Fall 'OS 1,2,and 3 bed
rooms for close to campus. 4

Roommate

needed

for

ANNOUNCEMENTS

PERSONALS
2nd

ATIENTION ALL GRADUAT

10,000 COSTUMES plus wigs,

ING SENIORS! If you are inter

hats, makeup, beads, bacheo

ested in a yearbook of your sen

rette & gag gifts! GRAND BALL

ior year, and are not sure how to

609 Sixth, Charleston. 12 6 T F,
10 2 Sat. 34S 2617.

and Saturday evenings only.

room, unfurnished houses for

locations to choose from. Call

semester. 3 BR, 2 bthrm. 2403
8th street. Call Mike @ S81

Phone 46S 2003.

rent for 200S 2006 1 2 blocks

34S 6S33

3027

10/6

from campus. CLEAN and WELL

00

10/8

pick it up, come to the Student

Bartender, PT nights. Must be

MAIN T A I N E D .

BUCHANAN ST. APTS: 1,2,&3

Roommate needed for 3 BR apt

Publications office, room 1802

21. Apply in person. Trotters'

$320/person/mo. 12 mo. lease.

BDRM APTS AVAILABLE FOR

on 4th St. Large furnished apt,

Buzzard Hall, and for only $6

Friendly Inn. Ashmore, IL. Eight

NO pets. Call 34S 3148 or

FALL 04 OS. PLENTY OF OFF

own BR with vanity. $25S plus

we will mail you a copy in the

ANY

miles east of Charleston.

check us out al www.panther

STREET PARKING, WATER AND

utilities. (630) 430 0224

Fall when they are published.

coupon.

pads.com.

TRASH INCLUDED. CALL 34S

Call S81 2812 for more informa

town! Call 348 TANS

ion 1
Secretarial/part time $6.00 per

11 / 19

hour/16 hours per week. Apply

Girls, furnished houses for 'OS

Roommate needed to share
house w/ma le EIU Students.
Lease ending 5/3 1/04. Call 348
0614, leave message.

in person. Culligan Water 914

'06. 10 month leases, off street

00
Lincolnwood Pinelree has 2&3

18th

parking, no pets, close to cam

BR apts. available for second

pus. 34S S048

semester. Call 34S 6000

Street,

Charleston,

IL,

61920.
1011 1

FOR RENT
2 BR duplex, W/D, trash and
water included. Furnished or
unfurnished. $3SO. Phone 34S
7244.

10/8

1266

00

LOST AND FOUND

2 and 3 BR furnished apts for

Newly remodeled two bedroom

'OS '06, no pets, trash included.

apartments comp lexly furnished,

Call 34S S048

parking, laundry, FREE DSL Fast
internet, $490. 913 and 9·1 7 4th

LOST: Dark blue hoodie with

St. 23S 040S or 317 308S.

Grateful Dead patches on body
of hoodie.

00
Affordab le, spacious. 1 BR On
the square. $299, includes heat,

00

red

ties

around

neck and

Lost at Creedence

Rooms for rent. Two guys need

Clearwater

10/7

gas, water, trash. Dave 34S
2171 . 9 am 11 am

three roommates. House west of

Saturday, October 2. Call 581

VILLAGE RENTALS: Renting for

00

square. AC, washer, dryer. Phone

223 S if found.

200S 2006.

Furnished

Houses/Apartments.

Avai lab le Now Spacious 2
Bedroom Apts. Ex cond, Next

00

to EIU Student Rec. Parking &

Currently available a 1 bed

Trash included. No pets. 34S

room opening in a 3 bedroom

2S 16

7

Opportunity.

2

8

6

www.jwi lliamsrentals.com
11/ 1

00

www.jwilliamsrentals.com

Spacious

CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR
NEXT APARTMENT.

Leasing

2

BR

apt

w/CA,

apartment. apartment is fur

1993 Pontiac LE.
Excellent condition.

locally owned parking and

$1400. Call S12 9184.

faci lities

Four door.
142xxx.

stove/fridge, water and trash

trash paid, currently renting to

2002 Ford Explorer Sport exc.

paid. 34S S088.

2 females needing a roommate

cond. leather, moonroof 17.Sk

please call 34B 0673 and leave

mi. 6 CD all pwr. $1S,900 OBO

a message.

348 8848

00

locations, nice apartments, off

House close to campus for 3 to 4

street parking, trash paid. No

students. Two bathrooms, wash

00

10/8

pets. 34S 7286.

er/dryer, low utilities. 348 0614.

V ERY AFFORDABLE: Now leas

40 ACRES: SOU TH, SCEN IC

00

ing 1,2,and 3 bedroom apart

WOODS, WILD GAME, BUILD

ments,three bedroom house. All

ING SITES, SMALL POND &

within two blocks of campus.

STREAM. COLES REALTY 34S

Call 34S 5373 or S49 SS93

2386.

INQUIRE: i
! CALL i
\ 581-2812 i...... ' ,.
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Lowest prices guaranteed. Book
11 people, get 12th trip free!
Group

discounts

for

6+

SPRING BREAK w/BIANCHI

www.SpringBreakDiscounts.co

ROSSI TOURS! The BEST Spring

m 800 838 8202.

Break Under the Sun! Acapulco,

12113

Va llaria, Mazatlan, Cancun &

#1 Spring Break Vacations!

Caba. Book by Oct 31st, FREE

Cancun,

MEALS

DRINKS!

Costa Rica, Bahamas & Florida.

Organize a group, GO FREEi

Campus reps wanted! Free meals

800 87S 4S2S or www.bianchi

& part.iesl 1 800 234 7007 end

rossi.com

lesssummertours. com

&

FREE

Jamaica, Acapu lco,

12113

00

HEALTH SERVICES: The deadline to submit immunization records for
new students has passed. Anyone who has not yet submitted a com
plete record will need to do so by 10/ 13/04 to avoid a $2S late fee.
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#1 SPRING BREAK WEB SITE!

CAMPUS CLIPS

included,
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FOR SALE

now 1 & 2 bedroom units. Good

00

with

10/29
00

10/S

nished, on campus, very clean,
laundry

package

10 hottest beds in

10/8

12 3

Housing

concert

34S 966S

Bedroom Near Campus. Call for
an appointment
(2 17) 34S
Equal

8:30

tanning

$S.OO off

ti on.

00

00

l Q/8
THE BODY SHOP:

Students with questions concerning their immunization records, may
ca ll the Health Service at S81 3013.

ATUNTmN~
Anyooo interestedin design for the Verge on Wednesd<1y'S!
Vistt the newsroom or call 581-2821

1011 1

Edited by Will Shortz
ACROSS
28 Camera-friendly
events
1 Sharp-eyed raptor
32 Cheap jewelry
6 Kid's getaway
35 Rapunzel's
abundance
1o Military level

No.0824

47 Stops talking
suddenly
51 Pants measure
54 Soccer success
55 Expert

14 Lamebrain

36 Off-key, in a way 56 Fan club's honoree
15 Off base illegally 37 Garage occu57 U2 singer's
pant
16 "Garfield" dog
journey?
17 "The Godfather" 38 "It ain't over till
it's over" speak- 60 Indian tourist
actor's reputaer
site
tion?
61 River to the
19 Umpteen
39 Gawk at
Caspian
20 UFO fliers
40 Beach sidler
62 Lecture jottings
21 Novelist Zane
41 New York City's 63 Posterior
River
22 River under
64 Kittens' cries
London Bridge, 42 Comprehend
65 Dress to kill,
once
with •up•
24 Alfalfa, Spanky 43 Arrange in
columns
and others

Advertise
a classified ad
581 2812

26 Tibia's place

45 Old French coin

27 Christian pop
singer Grant

46 Rolling in the
dough

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

DOWN

1 Fireplace glower

Puzzle by Lynn Lempe1

2 Line from the
heart

12 "The Whole
Yards"

31 Put one's foot
down?

3 Wimbledon
court surface

13 Florida islets

32 Hostilities ender

4 Actor Chaney

18 Air France des- 33 Subtle glow
tination
34 Attempt
23 Chart topper
35 Shrubby tract

5 Final stage, in
chess
6 Yuletide sweets 25 Roman statesman's thieving
7 On vacation
foe?
8 S.U.V. "chauf26 Tank top, e.g.
feur," maybe
9 Overabundance 28 Analyze, as a
sentence

38 Lauderdale
loafer

49 More than suggests
50 Metrical verse
51 Tall tale teller
52 Upper hand

42 Cooperate (with) 53 Writer Ephron
44 Soused
45 Pole or
Bulgarian

54 Chew like a rat
58 Vein contents

Plain and Simple.

30 Buddies

48 Petty quarrels

59"_rang?"
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VOTING:
CoNTINUED FROM PACE 1

said Adam Howell, executive vice president of the student body.
"le looks like we're going to hie chat goal," Howell
said.
For the last month, the Student Action Team has
been cargecing student groups and classrooms in order
co reach their goal. The long term goal is to register
6,000 students to vote by the end of the year, Howell
said.
Students can register co vote in the 2004 elections in
the Smdent Activities C.enter in the Marcin 1..ucher
King Jr. University Union today.
"Mose people don't realize how important it is co vote
in city, as well as national elections," Howell said. "We
have tremendous power with a 12,000 strong student
body."
After Occ. 5, the Student Action Tean1 will begin an
informative campaign about the 2004 elections.
"It's just as important co gee students co vote as it is to
get them to register," Howell said.

BOOM:
CoNTINUED FROM PACE 1

Residents filling out forms stood after all the chairs
were filled, and then waited in line co drop off the
forms.
"I think it's important co help decide who runs chis
country," said Janis Britcing of Toms River, N.J., who
recently moved from another part of che state. She registered as a Democrat, but said she was still undecided
between President Bush and Democrat John Kerry.
A complete accounting of the registration figures
across each state, lee alone the country, won't be finished
for several weeks, as officials continue to accept postmarked registration fonns. Other states' deadlines fall
lacer chis week and month.
"If you walk into our mail room, we have stacks and
stacks of new forms coming in," said Kara Sinkule,
spokeswoman for Georgia Secretary of Stace Cathy
Cox, who oversees elections. "It's a great problem to
have."
Her state is on pace to see a 50 percent increase in
new voters for this presidential election compared to
2000. In the past year, 371,376 new voters registered,
with 87,110 new voters in September alone. And che
surge grew even bigger in the first few days of October.
Boch the Democrats and the Republicans have
poured resources into registering voters, spurred by the
near deadlock of the 2000 presidential race and polls
chat predict another tight election this year.
Not everything has gone smoothly.
In Ohio, Secretary of State Ken Blackwell first
ordered local election officials to reject registration
cards that weren't on heavy-stock paper, then backed
off after a burst of criticism. In Florida, critics are
questioning a state order that would-be voters who
failed co check a box testifying to their citizenship
should be rejected.
There also are investigations inco allegations of fraudulent applications in Michigan, Florida and Ohio, a
lawsuit arguing that voter-drive groups were illegally
denied the right to register voters in W'yoming, and
claims that completed GOP voter registration forms
were stolen from a nonpartisan voce-gachering group's
headquarters.
"le just seems odd that chere would be so many obstacles co something as basic as facilitating someone's right
co vote," said Jorge Mursuli, national director of Mi
Familia Voca, a voter-registration effort aimed ac
Hispanics. He's been trying to make sure voters who
didn't fill out forms completely are notified so they can

fix it.
Other questions arise over whether new voters will
acmally tum up on Election Day; many of che nonpartisan and partisan groups credited wich driving up the
numbers say they will keep working co contact voters
and nudge them to the ballot box next month.
Others speculate on the impact on the presidential
race, and whether more Democrats are registering chan
Republicans, as some evidence indicates.
Pennsylvania's suburban Montgomery County, the
state's largest Republican-leaning county. saw a bigger
surge than the past two elections, with three Democrats
registering for every two Republicans, said Joseph R.
Passarella, the county's director of voter services. An
analysis by the Akron (Ohio) Beacon Journal found
chat registration was up higher in that state's traditionally Democratic counties, and noc as high in counties
chat usually vote GOP.
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Rumsfeld doesn't expect civil war in Iraq
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK - Defense Secretary Donald
Rumsfeld said Monday he does noc expect
civil war in Iraq and pointed co the recent
retaking of the former insurgent stronghold
ofSanlarra as evidence of progress in stabilizing the country before elections in January.
"I don't think it's going to happen,"
Rumsfeld cold the Council on Foreign
Relations when asked about the threat of civil
war. "But what has to be done in that cow1try is what basically was done in Samarra over
the last 48 hours."
Rumsfeld credited a process of first trying
diplomacy, chen threatening force and finally
using ic.
"That's what happened in Samarra," he
said, referring co the city that coalition and
Iraqi forces had chosen as the firsc cargec of at
least four strongholds of resistance. Fallujah,
Ramadi and the Sadr City section of Baghdad
also are believed to be on the cargec lisc.
On whether Iraq had weapons of mass
destruction before the war, Rumsfeld said
flatly Monday that intelligence about such
weapons before the invasion was faulty _ a
markedly different statement than what he
told a television interviewer just a day earlier.
"le turns out that we have not found
weapons of mass destruction," Rumsfeld said
Monday in the speech to the foreign affairs
group. "Why the intelligence proved wrong
I'm not in a position to say, but the world is
a lot better off with Saddam Hussein in jail."

CHILD PORN CASE AGAINST
FORMER JUDGE REVIVED
SAN FRANOSCO - A federal appeals
court revived child porn charges against a former California judge Monday, ruling Monday
tl1at hw1dreds of images of naked children
from his computers can be used at trial.
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in
San Francisco said tlle government can present evidence taken from former Orange
County Superior Court Judge Ronald Kline's
computers chat a federal judge had mled
were illegally obtained by the Irvine Police
Department.
Thom Mrozek, a spokesman for federal
prosecucors in I.os Angeles, where the case is
being tried, said a trial date has been sec for
Jan. 18.
Lase year, the federal judge threw out evidence allegedly found on Kline's home and
court computers after ruling the images were
seized, without a warrant, during an illegal
search by a computer hacker.

NATIONAL
BRIEFS
Kline was charged with possessing child
pornography after Canadian hacker Bradley
Willman used a computer program to download diary entries and other images on Kline's
computers. The hacked information was
turned over to Pedowatch, a Colorado watchdog group, which notified Irvine police.
After Kline's 2001 arrest, he dropped a bid
for re-election and is no longer a judge.

CORONER RULES DOCTORS
ERRED IN MAN'S DEATH
DENVER -A western Colorado coroner
said Monday that two hospicals allowed vital
organs co be removed from a man before they
had proven he was brain dead, and he
declared the death a homicide.
The cause of William Rardin's death was
"removal of his internal organs by an organ
recovery team," Montrose County Coroner
Mark Young said. H e said he did not believe
the case should be a criminal matter, but tl1at
it "should lead to a clarification of what che
accepted standard is."
Young said the hospitals in Montrose
Memorial Hospital in Montrose and Sc.
Mary's Hospital in Grand Junction did not
follow "accepted medical standards" or meet
state guidelines in determining tllat 31-yearold William Rardin was brain dead after he
shot himself last month.
Rardin's heart, liver, pancreas and two kidneys were transplanted into waiting patients.
Officials with Sc. Mary's and the organization that coordinates organ donation in
Colorado and Wyoming insisted che surgeons followed rules and did notlung wrong.

BODIES FOUND IN WRECKAGE
OF MISSING FAMILY'S PLANE
PENSACOIA, Fla. - Rescue workers
Monday discovered bodies amid the wreckage of a plane belonging to a Florida family
chat has been missing since they fled
Hurricane Ivan last month.
Authorities confirmed the plane found in
dense woods abouc 40 miles southeast of
Jackson, Miss., belonged to Kevin Bomback,
of Molino, Fla. A coroner was on the scene co
determine how many bodies were in che
wreckage and to search for identification.
The twin-engine C.essna Skymaster took
off from Atmore, Ala., and disappeared from

radar early on the morning of Sept. 15 while
flying over southern Mississippi.
Bomback apparently told officials at the
Atmore Municipal Airport that he was getting out ahead of the storm. He said he was
unsure where he was going and did not file a
flight plan, said Elaine Godwin, a secretary
for tlle Atmore Flying Service.
Family members had not heard from
Bombock, his wife, Sherri, and their two children, Alicia, 17, and Brem, 12, since before
Hurricane Ivan slammed into soutl1ern Alabama
and the Florida Panhandle on Sept. 16.

SENATE REJECTS CHANGES TO
INTELLIGENCE DIRECTOR BILL
WASHINGTON - The Senate rejected
attempts Monday by its senior members to
rein in some proposed national intelligence
director's powers, responsibilities that some
lawmakers said senators wanted co reserve for
themselves.
The defeat of changes sought by Senate
Appropriations Committee chairman Ted
Stevens, R-Alaska, and ranking Democrat
Robert C. Byrd ofWesc Virginia are considered co be bellwether votes for the chamber's
legislation responding co the Sepe. 11 commission's complaints chat the intelligence
community needs a strong leader to make
them work together more effectively.
The bill's sponsors, Sen. Susan Collins, RMaine, and Sen. Joseph Lieberman, DConn., said they expect a final vote on the
legislation by week's end. A vote on a similar
bill in the House also is expected chis week.
But "I don't underestimate the challenge,"
Collins said. "There are a lot of people who
don't want any change."

CAR BOMBS KILL 24 IN IRAQ; SEAT
OF U.S. AUTHORITY TARGETED
BAGHDAD, Iraq - Insurgents unleashed
a pair of powerful car bombs Monday near
the symbol of U.S. authority in Iraq _ the
Green Zone, where the U.S. Embassy and
key government offices are located _ and
hotels occupied by hundreds of foreigners.
Two ocher explosions brought the day's
bombing toll to at lease 24 dead and more
than 100 wounded.
More than tl1ree dozen car bombings since
the beginning of September illustrate the
militants' seeming ability co strike at will
despite recent pledges by the United Scates
and Iraq to intensify tl1e suppression of insurgents, and the morale-boosting recapture of
Samarra over che weekend.
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SOCCER PREVIEW

STANDINGS
ovc

OVERALL
TEAM
RECORD
Jacksonville State
1-0
Tennessee State
1-0
Tennessee Tech
1-0
Murrary State
1-1
Samford
1-1
Eastern Illinois
0-0
Eastern Kentucky
0-0
Southeast Missouri
0-1
Tennessee-Martin
0-1

RECORD
1-0
1-0
1-0
1-0
1-0

This time familiarity
won't breed contempt

Morgan Frericks and Eastern
have tied in two of their last
three games. The first was a
2-2 game against Tennessee
Tech on Sept. 26 and to
Loyola 0-0 last
Saturday.

Eastern and
Loyola's rivalry
is a friendly

010

010
1-0
1-0

OVC STATS

"When you really look at it, we
have played some really close
games against them."
STEVE BALLARD, H EAD COACH

PASSING YARDS PER GAME
GP
1.NELSON, Ray-SAM
11
12
2.GUICE, Matt-EKU
3.TORNCO, jack-SEMO
10
11
4.HARRIS, Andrew-EIU
5.HATCHELL, Stephen-MUR 11

YOS/G
250.8
188.8
181.4
131.4
131.0

ago, the Panthers
were saying the same
things chat the Loyola
coach was saying after Sunday's scoreless
tie.
The Panthers had tied against
Tennessee Tech on Sept. 26, by the score
of 2-2, and Eastern head coach Steve
Ballard knew that his team was fortunate
to come away with only a tie and not a
loss.
Loyola's head coach Brendan Eitz
expressed the kind of relief in gathering
at least a tie against a team, in the
Panthers, that had just outplayed the
Ramblers.
"While some days you know that it just
isn' t your day, (today) was definitely one
of chose days," Eitz said. "I'd be surprised
if, when I looked at the stat sheet, we
weren't out-shot by 30 to 11. "
While the Panthers didn't quite dominate like that, the stat sheet shows only
five more shots for Eastern, the game had

RUSHING YARDS PER GAME

1. ANTHONY, Charles-TSU

2.
3.
4.
5.

CHAPMAN, Kory-JSU
BALLARD, Jason-TTU
ENIS, Terry-EKU
HUDSON, C.J.-EKU

GP

YDS/G

12
12
11
12
10

142.3
107.1
87.0
77 .2
60.6

NUMBER OF THE WEEK

90

Points OVC schools have been
outscored by non conference oppo
nents.

some added importance as this march up
has become a bit of a rivalry.
"There is a lot of respect between these
two programs, and Brendan (Eitz) is a
coach I have known for years and he has
become a great friend of mine," Ballard
said. "Even though we played well today,
I'm glad, in a way, we won earlier this
weekend and tied chis game."
Ballard remembers playing
Loyola every year that he has
Eastern, and appreciates the
game the Ramblers bring
Panthers each time they play.

against
been at
kind of
to the

"When you really look at it, we have
played some really close games against
them," Ballard said. "There is a tremendous amount of respect between the two
teams, and it is always a good game when
we play."
The last two years, at least, have lived
up to chat billing since both have ended
in overtime, last year with an Eastern
victory and this year with a tie.

FIVE-GAME SCHEDULE
OCT. 2

OCT. 1

Eastern
Illinois

@

(6-3-2, 2-0-1)

• •
Jacksonville
Stale
(4-8-1, 1-2)

Jacksonville State will enter this rnatchup
having lost six of their last eight games and
with one victory in the Ohio Valley
Conference, they currently stand in a tie for
sixth place. The Panthers, ho-ver, have one
two of three games in the OVC, and the one
other game was a tie. The Gamecocks lost
their last OVC game to Murray State, 2-1.

Eastern
Illinois

(6-3-2, 2-0-1)

@

OCT. 8

Samford

Murrary
Stale

(44-0, 3-0)

(5-7-0, 3 -0)

Samford has chosen the right times to win
their games this season. All four losses have
occurred outside of the OVC. The Bulldogs
started off slowly when they lost their first
four games of the season. But since then
they have answered with four straight victories, three of which -re in the OVC.

@

OCT. 12

OCT. 9

Eastern
Illinois

Tennessee
Mariin

(6-3-2 2-0-1)

(2-7-2, 0-3)

Murrary State also got off to a slow start in
nonconference play, when they lost fi~ of
their first six games. But they came back and
YA:ln their first OVC game on the road,
against an improved Murrary State team. The
Racers are led in goal by Theresa Reedy, who
currenlty has 11 goals which account for all
of her point total which stands at 22.

@

East em
Michigan

Southeast
Missouri

(6-3-2, 2-0-1)

(10-3, 2-0-1)

Tennessee Martin has seen their early season
slide expand into the OVC season, as the
team currently has not won a game in conference and only won two during their nonconference schedule. Currently the
Skyhawks do not have a single member of
the team in the top 10 of any major OVC
statistic.

@

Eastern
Illinois
(8-2 -1, 2-0-1)

Southeast Missouir and Eastern have been IYA:l
of the most consistent teams in the OVC so far
this season. Both are led by consistent offenses
that distribute the ball as -11 as put it in the
net. For SEMO, they are led offensivly by the
duo of Emily Newsham and Alaina Lacaopo.
Newsham leads the team with four goals, and
Lacaopo leads the team with six assists.

-------TRE-BODY-SiiOP-------·
348-TANS

The 10

<St

H o ttest• Beds lln Town
1406 6th Charl eston

Tuesday Wed, Thurs,
& SaturdayFriday -

$5.00
open mlc 9-1
w/ Tommy O'Dell
karaoke
classic rock &.
80's DJ

DC prcxluctlons
hours: 9 - 1 tues.-sat.
shot specials every night

ADVERTISE
In the DEN
581 -2816
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MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

Runners place well but wanted better
DERRICK JOHNSON II
STAFF WRffER

This past weekend the Eastern men's
cross country team finished seventh out of
the 24 teams in their division at the Sean
Earl Lakefront Invitational held at Loyola
University.
The meet hosted 57 teams that were
split into two divisions, gold and maroon.
Eastern ran in the gold division with other
highly competitive Division I teams such
as
Marquette
University,
Bradley
University and the University of Nebraska.
Head Coach Geoff Masanec was pleased
with the men's overall performance, but
had his expectations set a little higher than
the end result.
"We raced pretty well," Masanet said.
"We were hoping to place a liccle higher. I

PLAYOFFS:

was really hoping for the
age levels range from
Top Five limes for Eastern
top five."
middle school co a
at the Sean Earl Loyola
college level, it can be
Junior
Dave
Lakefront Invitational
Strackeljahn's expectanearly impossible for
a
tions for the team seem
runner co find rime
.E!lall!
to
get into his mental
to measure up to that of
Dave Carlson
7
24:44
his coaches. Mose of
zone.
Scrackeljahn
Nathan Pe ppe r
56
25:50
was one of the many
Strackeljahn's
disaprunners
who
pointment was in himScott Mc:Namer 87
26:13
self as his performance
expressed
dissatisfacBrad Butler
101
26:29
fell below his expectation with his inability
Da n Strac:ke ljahn 124
26:54
nons.
to relax and collect
"I wish we could have
his thoughts.
done
better,"
"The race was held
Scrackeljahn said. "Some of the guys raced in the city of Chicago along the lakefronc,
well, but I wish that I had a better show- and there were so many teams present that
ing."
the atmosphere didn't allow you to chill,"
One of the key elements to any kind of Strackeljahn said. "For me in particular, I
cross country or track racing is mental found ir hard co just find time co chill
focus. Being surrounded by runners whose out."

Out of the 25 teams competing in the
gold division, the teams who finished top
five were Loyola University-Chicago with
a total of 93 points, Grand Valley State
University-Michigan with 112 points,
Universal Sole/Reebok with 115 points,
Indiana State University with 151 points
and Drake University with 166 points.
Even though they finished seventh the
team wasn't simply out classed by the cop
six teams. Their performance fell short
partially due to the injuries and illness of
key runners such as Junior Jake Stout and
Junior Dave Carlson as well as the numbers that they lack in comparison to larger teams according to Masanet.
"Several guys were fighting off illness
chis weekend," Masanec said. "We also lack
a lot of depth which definitely holds us
back."

Playoffs begin, players prepare

CoNTINUEO FROM PACE 12

And of course there is definitely one
thing missing from the Cardinals that
they didn't have in July; Chris Carpenter.
Carpenter was emerging as an ace after
tough years in Toronto and barding back
from shoulder problems, only to have
further arm troubles stop his comeback
in its cracks. So the Cardinals will turn
to Jason Marquis to take his place.
Hopefully, the Cardinals will be able to
turn it on against the Dodgers on
Tuesday and look like the team they did
in the middle of the season. And even if
they do, Atlanta will have their hands
full trying to stop a high flying Rocket
and a swarm of killer B's that could be
the third straight wild card to win the
World Series.

THE AssooATED P RESS

Curt Schilling and Pedro Martinez are revved
up. Roger Clemens and Roy Oswalt are rarin' to
go. Baseball funs are ready, too.
The shadows are getting longer, the leaves are
starting to turn and pumpkins are showing up.
And that means just one thing: It's October, and
it's playoff time!
All of a sudden, all those wins hardly matter.
The St. Louis Cardinals and New York Yankees
were the only teams to cop 100 victories, yet
both start the playoffs Tuesday without a tme
ace and concerns about their ailing pitchers.
Now, Boston and Houston become truly
dangerous as they hope to catch the wild-card
wave that produced the lase two World Series
champs. The Red Sox and Astros feanire potent

"When you get down to a
game or a short series, it's
the beauty of the game of
baseball."

me, that's part of the thrill, that uncertainty," he
said.
Starting this week, Vladimir Guerrero gets a
cha.nee to really boost his reputation. He'll play
in the postsea.son for the first time, as will scus
Eric Gagne, Adrian Beltre, Carlos Beltran and
Oswalt.
Barry Bonds is out, as are Josh Beckett, Jack
McKeon and the World Series champion
Florida Marlins. Sammy Sosa and the Chicago
Cubs faded and missed the playoffs this year,
and so did Oakland's trio ofMark Mulder, Barry
Zito and Tim Hudson.
Andy Pettitte, Tim Salmon and Darren
Dreifort saw their reruns reach the playoffs, but
injuries denied them the oppommity to participate. Orlando Hernandez, Jason Giambi and
Scott Rolen are banged up.

T ONY LA RuSSA, CARDINALS MANAGER

1-2 combos in their rotations, a perfect recipe
for the postseason.
"When you get down to a game or a short
series, it's the beauty of the game of baseball,"
Caroinals manager Tony La Russa said Monday.
"Bucky Dem can hit a three-nm home run or
your hottest hitter can go up there and the guy
throws the best slider of his life and gets him out,
or your best pitcher hangs a slider.
"That'.s why you've got co play the games. To

Patriots remain unbeaten for 53 consecutive weeks
THE ASSOCIATED P RESS

Five NFL teams are unbeaten this season.
One - New England - hasn't lost in more
than a year.
The Super Bowl champions tied the league
mark for consecutive victories Sunday with
their 18th, a 31-17 decision in Buffalo. The
Patriots have won all three games this season,
three in the 2003 postseason and the final 12
of the '03 regular season.
Thar perfection lifted them among some of
the great teams in pro football history. Four
other NFL tea.ms - Chicago did ic twice -

"It's just the attitude that we
have. And we have a heck of
an attffude that won't be
denied."
RICHARD SEYMOUR, PATRIOTS' D EFENSIVE LINEMAN

and the 1947-48 AAFC Cleveland Browns did
it. San Francisco, Denver and Miami also
achieved the feat, and New England can break
the record at home against winless Miami next
weekend.

"It is pretty impressive," defensive lineman
Richard Seymour said after remrning a fi.unble
68 yards for a late touchdown. "When it
comes down the screech, when it comes time to
win, we feel we're going to win."
It has been 53 weeks since the Patriots lost,
20-17 at Washington on Sept. 28, 2003.
Tom Brady put the Patriots ahead for good
with a 2-yard pass to tight end Daniel Graham
four minutes into the fourth quarter. Brady
went 17-for-30 for 298 yards and two touchdowns, the other a 30-yarder to David Patten.
The Bills (0-3) allowed seven sacks.
"It's just the attitude that we have," Seymour

NEW

1305 Ull"llcohn Ave
21 7- 345- 6424

CD's

-Chicken Lunch 3 Piece Dinner

cake

2 pieces of chicken
3 pieces of chicken
mashed potatoes & Gravy mashed potatoes & Gravy
coleslaw • biscuit
coleslaw • 2 biscuits

$14.98
Bizz.yBone
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Fat Boy Sllm
Matthew Sweet

Every
Tuesday

S£1rprise

DVDNloulas

$1.ss a night
:20 rentals $ 19""

Loc ated • t 4 th & Lincoln
~ ros a ~o""

ycn.-i.r
.
frien.d s with a
.Birrhday A d in. the Den.!

RELEASES

Records

Open for Breakfast
Weekdays Sam llam
Weekends Sam 12pm

:

said. "And we have a heck of an actinide that
we won't be denied."
The other unbeatens a.re Seattle, which was
idle; Atlanta, which bear Carolina 27-1 O;
Philadelphia, a 19-9 winner in Chicago; and
the New York Jets, who beat Miami 17-9.
Jacksonville tasted its first loss when
Indianapolis beat it 24-17.
Also, it was: Houston 30, Oakland 17; the
New York Giants 14, Green Bay 7; San Diego
38, Tennessee 17; Arizona 34, New Orleans
10; St. Louis 24, San Francisco 14; Pittsburgh
28, Cincinnati 17; Cleveland 17, Washington
13; and Denver 16, Tampa Bay 13.

:

••
••
58 1 -28 1 6
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

We've got
the
prescription
for a
successful
business ...

Ex.loo
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PANTHER SPORTS CALENDAR
FRIDAY

M EN'S

SOCCER VS. D RAKE

Women's Soccer at Jacksonville State
Volleyball vs. Austin Peay
SATURDAY

W OMEN'S

RucBY

vs. A RKANSAS STATE

Volleyball vs. Tennessee Tech
Football at Eastern Kentucky

TuEsoAY, OcroBER 5, 2004

Another win,
yet another
new record

DAN RENI CK

Who to
watch in
October

And right now momentum
is the last thing the Cardinals
have. In the last month of
baseball they went 17- 12.
Granted St. Louis was resting
Scott Rolen for most of that
time, as well as Tony
Womack, Edgar Renteria and
Larry Walker. But, in my
opinion, they didn't look like
the same team as they did in
June and July.
First off in the middle of
the season no deficit was
insurmountable for the
Cardinals. No matter how far
behind they were (oh say, six
runs back in the sixth inning
if that rings any bells for
Cubs fans) they weren't
knocked out.
And if they did gee
knocked down they got right
back up and didn't have a
losing streak over two games.
The Cardinals had their
longest losing streak of the
year, four games, in the final
week of the season.
SEE
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WOMEN'S RUGBY

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

It IS.

I p.m.
2 p.m.

&stern Illinois University, Charleston

TWO-POINT
CONVERSION

The playoffs are here at last
and, being a Cardinals fan,
they couldn't get here any
sooner.
While division and wild
card races heated up and ran
down co the wire, Sc. Louis
was resting their weary lineup for the playoffs. le would
seem that the relaxed schedule would help the division
winners as they make a playoff run, but as the last two
years have shown, the best
regular season record doesn't
mean the best team in the
playoffs.
More likely, it's the team
going into the playoffs with
momentum behind chem,
and right now that's the
Houston Astros.
After the All-Star break
when the Astros fired Jimmy
Williams and brought in Phil
Gardner, I, for one, thought
it was a wasted effort, and
there was no way Houston
would be able to salvage the
season. But here they are
going into the playoffs winning 36 of their last 46 with
a 19 home game winning
streak. If that isn't momentum then I don't know what

3 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.

BYMATT LEIBERT
STAFF WRITER

J OSH REELE Y/IHEO-.ILYEASTERNNEWS

Senior flanker Jackie Jaworek runs toward the goal against Western Illinois University on Sept.
25. Saturday Eastern beat Clemson 55-0. The Panthers have outscored their opponents 337-5 this
year.

Senior wing Nikki Ponce broke yet another women's rugby
record Sunday as she went co the top of the list in the all-time
total points category.
In the Panthers' rugby game vs. Clemson, Ponce went on to
score four cries in the meeting, resulting in yet another record
setting performance.
Eastern won the meeting 55-0, gjving the Panthers' their
third straight shutout in a row, and their fifth win of the season.
For the first time this year the Panthers did not play at
home.
On Sunday, the Panthers headed out on the road fur an 11
hour drive co face Clemson who Eastern defeated in their last
meeting.
"We travel well, and after three weeks of being at home it is
good co get out on the road," head rugby coach Frank
Graziano said.
The Panthers were able to score eight cries in the fuse half,
but only added one more in the second half, assistant coach
Becky Carlson said.
Ocher than the four cries that Ponce scored, junior hooker
Amber Logsdon scored one tI'}S junior center Stephanie
Rasmusen scored two and senior flyhalf Jamie Buenzow
added another try and five converted points after tI'}S Carlson
said.
Carlson lacer added that the long trip did not affect the
women's play at all, even when upon arrival the team saw they
didn't have ideal playing situations.
"The ground was wee when we got there and then ic started raining," Carlson said. "But we had plenty of time to
warm up, and we just adjusted to the rain better then they
did."
The Panthers' next meeting will be at 1 p.m. Saturday
Oct. 9, against Arkansas Stace at Lakeside Rugby Field.

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

'We ran well, but we didn't race well'
BY JGiN l-loHENAoe.
SPORT$ REPORTER

The Eastern women's gold division cross country
team finished in 19th place out of24 teams in one of
the biggest meets in America
"We ran well, but we didn't race well," head coach
Geoff Masanet said. "There's a difference."
The 32nd Annual Sean Earl Loyola Lakefront
Invitational is set on the shores of Lake Michigan at
Montrose Avenue Beach, and after the first 300
meters the track gets dramatically more narrow, so
team strategy plays big into the ouccome of the race.
Masanet knew in order for his runners to succeed,
they had to get out ahead of the pack before they hit
the narrow stretch of track where most of the 210
rwmers were crammed.
Sarah Selby finished 47th, Amanda Shutte placed
114th, Amy Lejeune placed 122nd, Jayiee Carr
!25th, Mallory Fellers finished 128ch, Katie Dzielski
finished 129ch and Deb Tygrett finished 136th,

Eastem's Top Five limes at the Sean
Earl Loyola Lakefront lvitational
Place

lime

47

18:31

Amanda Schutte

114

19:29

Amy Lejeune

122

19:37

Jaylee Carr

125

19:40

Mallory Fellers

128

19:46

Sarah Selby

bringing their team score co 477, 398 more points
than first place Marquette University. In cross countf}S the team with the lowest score wins.
"Cross country is all about running together as a
team but it's hard to do at big meets," Masanec said.
"If you can stay together the whole meet, it's a feather in your cap."
Another big advantage to a cross country mnner is

knowing the course they're running.
"I know most of the courses real well," Masanet
said. "I gee maps in advance and hand them out to
my runners so they can visualize what they need to do
and practice in their heads."
When the Panthers ran at home last week, ic was
easier for chem co stay together as a team, because
they nm on the Panther Trail almost every day.
Masanet said. Bue the differences in courses play a big
role in how the team performs.
Lejeune and Fellers set personal bests, but it wasn't
enough co place higher in the standings.
"The race was over early," Masanet said. "But we
learned a lot. If we ran chat same course tomorrow or
even 10 minutes after the first race, we'd know we
gotta get out ear~~
"T he bottom line is, you train for moments like
those and you have to be ready for chem," Masanet
said. "Since there are no time outs or replays in a race,
all the training is a waste if you don't get ic done in the
race."

